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Single-photon stimulated radiative interactions are universally symmetric relative to emission an
absorption. We point out that certain multiphoton stimulated processes, whose completion is depend
on the spontaneous emission of at least one photon, do not behave analogously. The broken symm
found in such cases invalidates simple correlations between population inversion and laser ga
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Essential to the creation of laser gain is a discriminatio
which favors stimulated photon production over photo
loss by absorption. This is typically achieved by creatin
a population inversion. However, irreversibility offers
a natural but unrecognized mechanism for producin
laser gain. We identify here a fundamental family o
multiphoton laser gain processes, uniquely characteriz
by their composite stimulated and spontaneous natu
that provide gain independent of relative atomic sta
populations. This mechanism may be operating at
fundamental level in many instances of lasing withou
inversion.

In Figs. 1(a)–1(c), respectively, we depict exemplar
one-, two-, and three-photon processes that may lead
changes in atomic and field states. We refer to the fie
modes involved asG, C, andS, where theC mode always
represents an applied driving field. We are concern
with the conditions necessary for stimulated emission
dominateG-mode interactions.

Each process in Fig. 1 may be categorized [1] into el
mental subprocesses according to direction and mec
nism (spontaneous or stimulated) of population flow int
theG mode. In Fig. 1(a), the single-photon process is d
vided into the three subprocesses of [1(a)-i] spontaneo
emission, [1(a)-ii] stimulated emission, and [1(a)-iii
stimulated absorption. The stimulated subprocess [1(
ii] produces G-mode laser gain which in this instance
is at the atomic transition frequency. The respectiv
subprocesses of Fig. 1(a) have transition rates prop
tional to A1Ne, B1IGNe, and B1IGNg, whereA1 and B1
are the Einstein coefficients,IG is the G-mode intensity,
and Ng (Ne) is the ground (excited)-state population
Importantly, the coefficient,B1, is the same for both
the emissive and absorptive stimulated subprocesses.
follows that stimulated emission [1(a)-ii] dominates ove
absorption [1(a)-iii] only ifNe . Ng.

In Fig. 1(b), we depict a two-photon Raman proces
enabled through application of driving fieldC. Three
subprocesses are identified: [1(b)-i] a subprocess wher
a C photon is absorbed and aG photon is spontaneously
emitted, [1(b)-ii] a similar subprocess whereinG photons
are created by stimulated emission, and [1(b)-iii] a su
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process wherein aG photon is absorbed and aC photon
is emitted. As in the one-photon case, the three Rama
subprocesses can be described by rate coefficien
ARsIC , Dd andBRsIC , Dd, whereIC is theC-field intensity
andD is an appropriate intermediate-state detuning. It i
again true that a single coefficient,BR, characterizes both
the emissive [1(b)-ii] and absorptive [1(b)-iii] stimulated
processes. Consequently, theG-mode field can only
experience a net positive Raman gain when a Raman-ty
population inversion, i.e.,Ng . Ne, exists.

Positive gain, derived from the one- and two-photon
processes reviewed above, is coupled through the fund
mental symmetry of stimulated emissive and absorptiv

FIG. 1. Reversible (a) one-photon, (b) two-photon, and (c
three-photon transition processes. Categories (i–iii) represe
spontaneousG-mode emission, stimulatedG-mode emission,
and stimulatedG-mode absorption, respectively. Solid arrows
(G field) represent an applied field experiencing gain or loss
Dashed arrows (C and S fields) are applied driving fields.
Wavy arrows represent spontaneous radiative emission.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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subprocesses to normal (Ne . Ng) or Raman-type (Ng .

Ne) population inversion. We now turn our attention t
higher order multiphoton processes and find that the p
ceding results do not generalize.

One exemplary process, involving two driving field
C and S, is shown in Fig. 1(c). A cursory analysis o
this process, assuming classicalC and S fields, leads
as above to a coupling ofG-mode gain and population
inversion, i.e., since the same rate coefficientB3 describes
both theG-mode emissive [1(c)-ii] and absorptive [1(c)
iii] stimulated subprocesses, the conditionNe . Ng must
be satisfied for theG mode to experience net positive
gain. As we point out below, however, accounting for th
quantum nature of theS-mode driving field, particularly
its vacuum state, leads to a different conclusion regard
the coupling ofG-mode gain and population inversion.

For simplicity, we assume that the three-photon tra
sition of Fig. 1(c) is driven by atomic coupling to thre
distinct field modes corresponding, respectively, to tran
tion segmentsG, C, andS. We assume that each mod
is initially occupied bynG , nC , and nS photons, respec-
tively. We assume that theS mode is damped, at a rate
fast compared to relevant atomic transition rates, as in
bad cavity limit of cavity QED [2]. It is also assumed tha
the atom has only two active levels, that the three-phot
process is overall resonant, and that intermediate det
ings are large compared to the widths of the atomic stat

In terms of this model, the beginning and final stat
for the stimulated emissive subprocess [1(c)-ii] arejble 
jnS , nC , nG , el and jfle  jnS 1 1, nC 2 1, nG 1 1, gl,
respectively. For the absorptive subprocess [1(c)-i
the corresponding states arejbla j nS , nC , nG, gl and
jfla j nS 2 1, nC 1 1, nG 2 1, el, respectively. The
population of theG-field mode is increased (decrease
in the emissive (absorptive) subprocess.

At the lowest order of perturbation theory [3], th
relative rates of theG-mode stimulated emissive [1(c)-ii]
and absorptive [1(c)-iii] subprocesses, respectively, ob
the following relations:

ge ~ Ne

√
2pjmgej

6

h̄6D
2
GD

2
S

!
snS 1 1dnCnG , (1)

ga ~ Ng

√
2pjmgej6

h̄6D
2
GD

2
S

!
nSsnC 1 1dnG , (2)

where DG ; veg 2 vG and DS ; veg 2 vS  vG 2

vC , veg is the atomic transition frequency,vG, vC,
and vS are the respective field frequencies, andmge

is the relevant atomic transition matrix element. Th
presence of thenG factor in the expression forge

is characteristic of a laser (i.e., phase-insensitive) g
process. Photons initially in theG mode stimulate the
emission of additional photons into that mode.

From relations (1) and (2), it is apparent that settin
nS  0 results inga  0 but ge fi 0. In other words,
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when one allows theS segment of the three-photon process
to proceed only via coupling to the electromagnetic vac-
uum (i.e., spontaneously), theG-mode stimulated absorp-
tive subprocess is nonexistent. This can be understood i
terms of the intrinsic irreversibility of spontaneous pro-
cesses. Thus whennS  0, the stimulated emission sub-
process [1(c)-ii] is intrinsically free of competition from
its twin absorptive subprocess [1(c)-iii]. It follows that
G-mode gain produced by the particular three-photon
process shown in Fig. 1(c) is proportional, when theS
mode is in its vacuum state, toNe and notNe 2 Ng. The
dampedS mode is dissipative and photons emitted into
it during G-mode stimulated emission events propagate
away from the physical region of interest.S-mode photons
created during stimulated three-photonG-mode emission
[1(c)-ii] thus does not necessarily “turn-on” the absorptive
process [1(c)-iii]. These comments also apply when the
S segment of the three-photon transition is driven by cou-
pling to the ambient electromagnetic vacuum rather than a
specific damped mode as may be the case in typical phys
cal realizations of the system.

We conclude that the essential symmetry between
stimulated emission and absorption subprocesses, orig
nally introduced [1] in the description of single-photon
transitions, is fundamentally absent in the case of mul-
tiphoton transitions wherein spontaneous emission is in
tegrally involved [see Fig. 2(a)]. The absence of an
inviolable symmetry between emission and absorption for
each and every multiphoton process eliminates the ofte
assumed basis for identifying positive population inver-
sion (normal or Raman) with positive gain. However,
breaking the path by path symmetry between stimulated
emission and absorption does not imply that one should
routinely see positive gain in inversionless driven systems
To determine the total gain exhibited by a given system,
one must sum over emissive and absorptive multiphoton
processes of all kinds and orders. Generally, a system wi
support a multitude of irreversible multiphoton processes
some of which are emissive (Fig. 2) and some absorptive
(Fig. 3). In some situations, the sum over distinct multi-
photon pathways may lead to inversionless gain, in othe
cases not. Spontaneous-emission-activated multiphoto

FIG. 2. Intrinsically irreversible multiphoton laser gain
mechanisms for producing stimulated emission into modeG.
Spontaneous emission into dissipative modeS is irreversible.
(a) Raman-type and (b) Rayleigh-type processes that contribut
to stimulated emission into a specificG-field mode.
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FIG. 3. Competing, irreversible but nonequivalent, absorpti
processes forG mode photons.

gain provides an alternative motivation for the phenom
enon of lasing without inversion, one quite distinct from
the quantum interference picture often cited [4].

The irreversible multiphotonG-mode gain process of
Fig. 2(b) warrants comment. In this instance, the proce
begins and ends in the same atomic state and the
fore belongs to the set of processes normally associa
with parametric (i.e., phase-sensitive) gain. In the prese
context, however, the presence of the spontaneous em
sion step,S0, enables the process to provide true (phas
insensitive) gain into theG mode. Note that in process
2(b), G-mode energy may accrue only at the expense
the other field modes, while in the case of process 2(
stored material energy may also be extracted. The proc
of Fig. 2(b) is related to that operative in the singly reso
nant parametric oscillator [5].

A characteristic physical observable associated with
reversible multiphoton gain processes is the appearanc
fluorescence photons of specific frequency. We have p
formed an experiment involving driven two-level atom
that demonstrates fluorescence characteristic of the p
cesses shown in Fig. 2.

Barium provides a simple two-level-like atomic system
whose predominant isotope138Ba (72%) is free of nuclear
llow
FIG. 4. Observed atomic fluorescence intensity versus frequency. (a) Monochromatic resonant excitation. The central Mo
peak and two sidebands are observed. (b) Bichromatic excitation with one resonant componentC and a weaker detuned component
G. The spontaneously emittedS peak has the properties expected forS-mode emission as in Fig. 2. Overlayed dotted line indicates
the calculated normalized gain profile (right vertical axis).
1434
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spin and hence complicating hyperfine structure. Bariu
atoms in a beam and passing through the center of
confocal fluorescence analyzer cavity [6] are driven b
a C field resonant with the 554 nms6s2d 1S0- s6s6pd 1P1
transition. A second field (theG field) can be applied
with a detuning ofDG ; veg 2 vG  160 MHz. The
driving fields are collinear and orthogonal to the barium
atomic beam and the analyzer cavity. The cavity an
atomic beam are also orthogonal. The analyzer cavity
piezoelectrically scannable with a free spectral range
1.5 GHz and has a finesse of 500. TheS (S0) segment
of the transitions shown in Fig. 2 is driven via coupling
to the entire free-space vacuum reservoir. The analyz
cavity employed perturbs this reservoir insignificantly.

In general, bichromatically driven atomic spectra [7
contain various spectral peaks, some of whose frequenc
are dependent on the strengths (Rabi frequencies) of t
driving fields. The frequency of the spontaneously emi
tedS field is, however, expected to be entirely determine
by the bare atomic,C- and G-field frequencies. In our
experiment, withvC  veg, the fluorescence frequency
characteristic of either process of Fig. 2 isveg 1 DG .

Figure 4(a) shows the optical power emitted out the en
of the analyzer cavity as a function of cavity resonanc
frequency when the atoms are driven by theC field alone.
The emitted spectrum has the standard Mollow forma
with a central peak at the atomic transition frequenc
and two sidebands symmetrically displaced by theC-
field Rabi frequency of 190 MHz. Figure 4(b) shows
an analogous spectrum obtained while applying bothC
and G fields. The appliedG field has a Rabi frequency
of 60 MHz. In the presence of theG field, two new
spectral features appear. One, indicated by the “G” in
Fig. 4(b), corresponds toG-field elastic scattering while
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FIG. 5. Representative irreversible multiphoton gain pro-
cesses in three-level, inversionless lasing systems of variou
structure: (a)V , (b) L, and (c) cascade systems.

the second, indicated by the “S,” occurs at the frequency
veg 1 DG and is thus consistent withS-mode emission
of either process shown in Fig. 2. TheS peak is observed
to tune withvG as expected. We note that the observed
linewidth of the emitted fluorescence is consistent with
the instrumental resolution, the processes of Fig. 2, an
laser and atomic linewidths.

Earlier theoretical and experimental work concerned
with resonant (DC ; veg 2 vC  0) excitation of two-
level atoms [8–10] has shown that a probe field expe
riences inversionless gain for most detunings within the
Mollow sidebands. The overlayed dashed line in Fig. 4(b
shows the gain profile calculated [9] according to our ex-
perimental parameters. It is clear that theG field employed
here is tuned to a spectral region exhibiting gain. Obser
vation of theS fluorescence peak suggests that intrinsically
irreversible multiphoton processes play an important role
in generation of inversionless laser gain in the driven two
level-atom system. Future experiments may demonstra
explicit correlation between intrinsically irreversible mul-
tiphoton gain processes using cavity QED techniques [2
in as much as a “bad” cavity of finite bandwidth tuned
across theS-segment frequency may through modification
of spontaneous emission rates modify system gain.

We have shown that irreversible multiphoton gain pro-
cesses like those shown in Figs. 2 (and by generaliza
tion the three-level analogs shown in Fig. 5) do not have
equivalent absorptive processes. This does not mean th
competing processes are entirely absent. Several pr
cesses that compete with theG-field gain derived from
the processes of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3. While there
is still competition between emissive and absorptive pro
cesses, the competing processes are not generally equiv
lent, and it is not surprising that in some instances gain
mechanisms can outweigh absorptive mechanisms in th
absence of population inversion. It is no longer necessar
to view inversionless laser gain as arising from the de
structive interference of absorptive processes. Irreversib
(spontaneous-emission-activated) multiphoton transition
are intrinsically imbalanced relative to emission and ab
sorption and a single elemental process may provide ga
that is independent of the relative populations of the initia
and final states. Relative atomic populations enter onl
through competition with nonequivalent absorptive pro-
s
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cesses. Thus, in systems supportive of intrinsically irre-
versible multiphoton stimulated emission, the conditions
governing the appearance of positive gain will differ from
the simple inversion condition traditionally invoked. The
historic gain condition is implicitly dependent on the as-
sumption of equivalent emissive and absorptive pathways
that can now be seen to lack generality.
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